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Abstract:
At traffic control centers in The Netherlands there is a need to produce online predictions of
traffic flow in motorway networks. The predictions are needed to detect future troublesome
traffic situations, to evaluate control scenarios, and to compute online control inputs. The
coordinated-distributed prediction algorithm for traffic flow in a motorway network has two
levels. At the lowest level there are many subnetworks each of which produces predictions of
traffic flow based on an assumption of traffic inflows from motorways. At the highest level
there is a coordinator of all subnetworks who by an iterative procedure achieves that the
traffic outflows of all subnetworks approximately equal the traffic inflows of corresponding
other subnetworks. The performance of the prediction program for a road network of
moderate size near Amsterdam in a distributed simulation environment is very good with a
computation time of approximately 0.03 seconds to predict traffic flow over a 30 minute
horizon. Several research issues on coordinated-distributed prediction will be presented as
well as planned research on control of traffic flow in road networks.
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